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ON THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS
OF A THIRD-ORDER BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

EVA ROVDEROVA

Abstract. This paper deals with the number of solutions of the third-order

boundary value problem y'" = f(t,y,y',y"), y(0) = A$ , y'(0) = Ax ,
y"(T) = B . This number of solutions is investigated in connection with the

number of zeros of a solution for the corresponding variational problem.

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to study the number of solutions for the two-point

boundary value problem (in short BVP)

(1) y'" = f{t,y,y',y"),

(2) y(0) = A0,       y'(0) = Ax,

(3) y"(T) = B,

where /, §■£ , |£ , f^r are continuous functions on [0, T] x R3, and A0 ,

A\, B are given real numbers.
Some problems of regulation and control of some actions by a control level or

by a signal reduce to solving the third-order equations [8]. Another application

of the third-order differential equations is encountered in the control of a flying

apparatus in cosmic space [7].

The following initial value problem

z'" = §r{t>m ' *'w ' *"{t))z" + U~>{t>m ' ̂ '(/) 'r {t))z'

+ ^(t,t:(t),ç'(t),ç"(t))z,

(5) z(0) = 0,        z'(0) = 0,        z"(0) = l

is the corresponding variational problem, where £, is a solution of (1), (2), (3).

The differential equation (4) is the variation equation for equation (1) along the
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solution ¿¡. We will show that the number of solutions of (1), (2), (3) depends

on the number of zeros of a solution z of (4), (5).

2. Main results

Definition 1. Let t\ be a solution of (1), (2), (3) and z be a corresponding

solution of (4), (5). Then the function <!;: [0, T] —> R has the index m (m =

0, 1, 2, ... ) if and only if z(t) has m zeros 0 < tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tm < T.

Throughout the whole paper we will suppose that:

(i) there exists a solution t\ of (1), (2), (3) with index m > 3 ;

(ii) there exists a solution r¡ of (1), (2) on [0, T] suchthat ¿¡(t) < tj(t) for

all t £ (0, T] ;
(iii) all solutions y of (1), (2) for which £"(0) < y"(0) < t]"(0) extend to

[0,71;
(iv) the function / fulfills the conditions:

§¿(t,y,y',y")<0,
ay"

2?¿{t,y,y',y" df;(t,y,y',y")
■dy""" " '    dt [dy

+§£(t,y,y',y")-§t(t%y,y',y")<0,

?¿(t,y,y',y")<0,
oy

for all (t, y, y', y") £ [0, T]xR3 and

,#/', ,     d \df,
) — (t   •   •   -)-—z-(t   •   •
dyy '   '   '  '     dt [dy'{ '   '   '

df , ,   df,
-i-J—tt   .   .   .). —^-(t   .   .   .)

dy"{      '   '  ;   dy'{      '   '  ;

is not identically zero on [0, T] for every fixed (y, y, y") £ R3.

Lemma 1. Let r\ be a solution of (I), (2) having the property (ii). Then £"(0) <
n"(0).

Proof. If £"(0) = rç"(0), then ¿,, r\ satisfy the same initial value problem for
(1). From the Carafhéodory local uniqueness theorem we get that t; = r\ on

[0, S) which contradicts (ii). The condition £"(0) > -7"(0) also contradicts (ii).

Lemma 2. Consider the differential equation

(6) z'" +p(t)z" + q(t)z' + r(t)z = 0

where p, r are continuous functions and q is a continuously differentiable

function on [0, T]. Let further

(1) P(t)>0,        2r(t)-q'(t)-p(t)q(t)>0

and the sign of the equality in the second inequality does not hold on any subinter-

valof [0,T]. Let z be a solution of (6) such that z(t0) = z'(t0) = 0, z"(t0) ¿ 0
where t0£[0,T].
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Then the solution z does not have any null-point on the interval [0, T] to

the left of to ( [2, Lemma 1]). Moreover, if q(t) > 0 on [0, T] and z'(T) = 0,
then z(T)z"(T)<0.

Proof. We will prove only the second statement. From the equation (6) we get

the following identity

{ [z'2(t) - 2z(t)z"(t) - q(t)z2(t)\ *■/>>*}'

= {p(t)z'2(t) + [2r(t) - q'(t) - p(t)q(t)]z2(t)}e¡>{s)ds.

Let us denote

F(t) = [z'2(t) - 2z(t)z"(t) - q(t)z2(t)]ef>{s)ds.

From the assumption (7) we have that F'(t) > 0 and F'(t) is not identically

zero on any subinterval of [0, T]. Hence F(t) is strictly increasing on [0, T]

and so F(0) < F(T). After substitution we have

F(0) = 0,     F(T) = [z'2(T) - 2z(T)z"(T) - q(T)z2(T)]e$'*p(s)ds

and so

0 < [-2z(T)z"(T) - q(T)z2(T)]e$o p(s)ds

0<-2z(T)z"(T)-q(T)z2(T)

2z(T)z"(T) < -q(T)z2(T) < 0.

Hence the proof is complete.

Remark 1. From Lemma 2 and (iv) it follows, that if z is a solution of (4),

(5), then all its zeros (if they exist) are simple in (0, T].

Let us denote A0 = ¿¡"(0]I, A] = t]"(0). The set {A0} x {Ax} x [A0, A,] is
compact in R3 and so the following lemma holds:

Lemma 3 [3, Lemma 5.5]. Let S be the set of all solutions of (I), (2) such that

£"(0) < v"(0) < n"(0). Then the set S is a compact in C2([0,T],R).

Theorem 1. Let y(t, X) be a solution of the initial value problem

(i) y'" = f(t,y,y',y"),
(2) y(0) = A0,      y'(0) = Ax,

(8) y"(0) = A,
where X£[A0, A,]. Let

vit   r\-£it,(9) z(t,X) = y{tf .i{t) .

Then there exists a ô > 0 such that for all X £ (Ao, Ao + r5) the function z(t, X)

has at least m simple zeros 0 < tx(X) < t2(X) < ■ ■ ■ < tm(X) < T. Moreover, all

zeros of z(t, X) (if they exist) are simple in (0, T] for X £ (Ao, Ai ].

Proof. We use the theorem about the continuous dependence on initial condi-

tions [3, Theorem 6.2]. Let X £ (Ao, Aj]. Then

A-Ao      ÔV dV

d>y(t,X) diy(t,Nx)
/™,    dv       n  {'        dtJ
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uniformly on [0, T] for j = 0, 1, 2 . The function z(t, X) defined by (9) is
the solution of the initial value problem

(4*) z'" = g2(t, X)z" + gl(t, X)z' + g0(t, X)z,

(5) z(0,X) = y{0\A)-m=^>=0,
X — Ao X — Ao

,*s ,m   ,x     y'(0,X)-^'(0)      Ax-Ax

(5) Z(°'A)=        A-Ao-= T^Â7 = 0'

(5) z"(0,X) = y"^f-^=^ = l,
A — Ao A — Ao

where (1 = j-t)

r df
8i{t,X)=  /   -^[t,y(t,A0),y'(t,Ao),u2(t,s,X)]ds,

Jo °y

gx(t,X)= J  ^[t,y(t,A0),ux(t,s,X),y"(t,X)]ds,

/•' df
go(t,X)=  /   7f-[t,u0(t,s,X),y'(t,X),y"(t,X)]ds,

Jo °y

and

Uj(t ,s,k)= &Ht) + s ■ \dJy^; X) - &){t)   ,    0<s<l,    7 = 0,1,2.

Furthermore,

(10)

&(M)<0,     g\(t>*)<0,     2go(t,X)-^gx(t,X) + g2(t,X)gl(t,X)<0

and the sign of the equality in the last inequality does not hold on any subinterval

of [0, T]. From Lemma 2 we have that all zeros of z(t,X) are simple in (0, T]

for X e (A0, Ai]. It is easy to see that the initial value problem (4*), (5) —> (4),

(5) as X -» A0 and therefore dy(t, A0)/dX = z(t) on [0, T]. Furthermore,

lim 2M = zU\t)

uniformly on [0, T]. Since z(t) has m simple zeros in (0, T) and z(?,A)

tends to z(t) uniformly, there exists a S > 0 such that for all A e (A0, Ao + Ô)

the function z(t, X) has m simple zeros 0 < tx(X) < t2(X) < ■ ■ ■ < tm(X) < T.

Remark 2. Later in Theorem 3 we will apply the shooting method on the prob-

lem (1), (2), (8); i.e., we will find X such that the solution y(t, X) of (1), (2),
(8) will satisfy the boundary condition (3). We have that the problem (4*),

(5) -* (4), (5) as X —> Ao. Since there exists the advanced theory of the

third-order linear differential equations, the variational problem (4), (5) was

suitably chosen in order to extend the facts on the problem (4*), (5). From

the definition of function z(t, X) in Theorem 1 we have that for X close to

Ao the function y(t, X) intersect y(t, A0) = ¿¡(t) in m distinct points tr(X)
in (0, T), r = 1, 2, ... , m . On the other side, from the assumption (ii) we

have that y(t, Ax) = r\(t) does not intersect y(t, A0) = Ç(t) in (0, T] and so
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for X close to A] the function y(t, X) does not intersect y(t, Ao) in (0, T].

Consequently, the functions tr(X) are not defined for all X £ [A0, Ai]. Let

Dr c [Ao, AJ be the interval of definition of the function tr(X). It is clearly

that Dm c Dm-\ c • • • c Dx c [Ao, Ai]. From the following Lemma 4 we

have that tr(X) are continuous functions in their domains of definition Dr,

r= 1,2,...,m.

Lemma 4 [4, Lemma 4.2, p. 145]. Let z(t, X) be a solution of (4*), (5), and
let tx(X), t2(X), ... , tm(X) be the zeros of z(t, X) in (0,T]. Then tr(X) are
continuous functions of the parameter X in their domains of definition Dr, r —

1, 2, ... , m.

Theorem 2. Let tx(X), t2(X), ... , tm(X) be the zeros of z(t, X). Then

3h>0: tr+x(X) - tr(X) >h,

in their domains of definition Dr, r - 1,2, ... , m - I.

Proof. We prove the case r = 1 . Let D = D2 n Dx and let X£ D. (For X & D
the theorem is true.) Let us suppose contradiction. Then

Ve > 0 3X = 1(e) £ D: 0 < t2(X) - tx(X) < e   i.e.

3{X„}~, £D: t2(Xn) - tx(Xn) ̂  0.

Let lim„_,00X,1 = X*. Then t2(X*) - tx(X*). Since 5 is a compact in

C2([0, T], R) there exists a subsequence of {y(t, X~n)}%Lx which converges to

y(t, X*) £ S uniformly on [0, T]. Hence the function

„„   ,«    y(t, X*) - d(t)
z(t, X ) =

X*-A0

has a double zero in tx(X*) = t2(X*), which contradicts Theorem 1.

Theorem 3 (main result). Let assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) hold. Then the BVP

(1), (2), (3) has at least

—-h 1 solutions        if m is odd,

—--h 1 solutions        if m is even.

Proof. From Theorem 1 we have that the function z(t, X) defined by (9) has

at least m simple zeros 0 < tx(X) < t2(X) < ■■ < tm(X) < T for X —> A0. On

the other side,

um z(t,x) = um ̂ 'A;-f'Ao) = *y-y> > 0.
A->A, A—A, X - Ao A]-Ao

Since z(0, A) = 0, then z(t, X) > 0 on (0, T] for X —► Ai , i.e. the zeros of
z(t, X) are leaving the interal (0, T] through the point T for X—* Ax . From

the continuous dependence of y(t, X) of the parameter X and the fact, that all

zeros of z(t, X) (if they exist) are simple, we conclude that

sup{tr(X): X£Dr} = T,        r= 1,2, ... , m.

Since tr(X) are continuous functions of X, there exists

Xr = max{A: tr(X) = T],        r = 1, 2, ... , m,
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Figure 1

and tr(Xr) — T for r = l, 2, ... , m . Theorem 2 implies that

Ao < Xm < Xm-X < ■ ■ ■ < X2 < Xx < Ai

and so
y(T,Xr)-C(T)

Z(r'^)=        Xr-A0-= °-

Hence

y(T,Xr) = ^(T),        r=\,2,...,m,....

Since in general

y"(T,Xr)¿¿;"(T),        r = 1, 2, ... , m, ... ,

the corresponding functions y(t, Ar) do not have to be the solutions of (1), (2),
(3). Thus we make the following analysis:

1. Let us consider the interval (X2, Xx).

From the construction of the numbers X2 , Xx it follows that

y'(T,X2)>c;'(T)>y'(T,Xl).

Let us define the function

v(X)=y'(T,X)-¿;'(T).

Since the function y' is continuous in X, the function v is continuous and

v(X2) > 0, v(Xi) < 0. Hence there exists a X* £ (X2, Xx) such that v(X*) = 0,
i.e., y'(T, X*) = £,'(T).  Moreover, it is clear (see Figure 1) that y(T, X*) <

Finally from ( 10) and Lemma 2 we have

z(T,X*)<0,     z'(T,X*) = 0,     z"(T,X*)>0.

2. Let us consider the interval (A3, X2). Then

y'(T,Xy)<£(T)<y'(T,X2)

and so ^(^3) < 0, v(X2) > 0. Hence there exists a X** £ (Xy, X2) such that

v(X**) = 0, i.e., y'(T, X**) = Ç(T). Obviously, y(T, X") > Ç(T). Again from
( 10) and Lemma 2 we get

z(7\r*)>0,     z'(7\A**) = 0, z"(7\A**)<0.
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So we have found X*, X** £ (Xy, Xx) such that

z"(7\A*)>0, z"(7\A")<0

and therefore there exists A* £ (Xy, Xx): z"(T, A*) = 0, i.e.,

y"(T,X+) = Ç"(T) = B.

In a similar way we get that there exists A** e (A5, A3) :

y"(T,X**) = H"(T) = B.

Step by step we get that there exists at least

(1) (m- l)/2 solutions y(t, A*), A* £ (Xr+2, Xr), r = 1, 3, 5, ... , m - 2,
if m is odd;

(2) (m - 2)/2 solutions y(t, A*), A* £ (Xr+2, Xr), r = 1, 3, 5, ... , m - 3 ,
if m is even.

Including the solution t\ completes the proof.

Corollary. Let f be bounded on R; i.e., let there exist M > 0 suchthat \f(y)\ <

M for y£R. Let f(0) = 0 and df(0)/8y < 0. Then theBVP

(ii) y"' = f(y),
(2') y(0) = o,     y'(0) = o,

(3') y"(T) = 0

m - 1     ,     ,   . .r ,.
—=-h 1 solutions      it m is odd,

2
m - 2    ,     ,   . :>
—^-h 1 solutions       ij m is even

has at least

on [0, T],for T > 2(mn + 2n/3)/V3{/-df(0)/dy, where m>3 is a natural
number.

Proof. We see that the function Ç = 0 is the solution of (li), (2'), (3'). The

following problem

df
(4.) z"' = g(0)z,

(5) z(0) = 0,        z'(0) = 0,        z"(0)=l,

is the corresponding variational problem.   Denote by L = jy/-df(0)/dy.

Then

zx(t) — e~2Lt,

z2(/) = ^rcos(v/3L/),

zy(t) = eLt sin[V3Ltj

is the fundamental system of solutions of (4i) and the solution

z<« - m?e-7U - t¿^' ~(^) + &* M/**)
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satisfies the initial conditions (5). Now we will investigate the zeros of z . Let

1 -ILt

12L2 12L2

i.e.,

\jjeu cos(yiLt) + ^jeLt ûn(yÏLt) = 0,

1  -e~2Lt = -L^eL'[cos(V3Lt) - Vïùn(y/3Lt)].

Since

12L2 ~ 12L2

cosfv^Lr) - \/3sin(y3Lt) = 2sin(\/3Lt + -^ J ,

we have

,eL'sini^Lt + ^\
_e-2u        " ■ ( K-.. 5?r \

12L2 6L2

i.e.

1 / 5   \
^-3¿' = sinív^Lí+^-J .r

From the equality of two functions we get that equation has just one root in the

interval

fkn/2-5n/6   (k + 2)n/2 - 5n/6\

\      V3L       '" v^L )'
k = 3,5,7,...,2m + l.

Hence the function z(t) has at least m zeros in (0, T) and so the assumption

(i) holds. Provided that / is bounded, from Exercise 5.1 [5, p. 45] we have

that every solution y(t, X) of (I x), (2'), (8) can be extended to [0, T] and so

the assumption (iii) holds too.

Moreover, under the boundedness of / we will verify (ii).   Let  t] be a

solution of the initial value problem

y'" = f(y),
y(0) = 0, /(0) = 0,

y"(0) = y

where y > MT/3 . Then

n(t) = ,7(0) + n'(0)t + tl"(Q)t + j' (±-ïlf{rl(s)) ds

t2      t' (t - s)2 t2 t3

= y2\ + L--írñri{s))ds-y2\-Mv.

t2 (       ,,t\      t2 (       ,,T\     Á
y-M-)>^(y-M-)>0

and hence r\(t) > £,(t) on (0, T]. From Theorem 3 it follows that the proof is

complete.

Example. The BVP

3\/3 \/l + y2

y(0) = 0,       y'(0) = 0,

y"(T) = 0
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has at least (m - l)/2 + 1 solutions if m is odd or (m - 2)/2 + 1 solutions if

m is even on [0, T], for T > mn + 2n/3, m > 3 .

Proof. It follows from the corollary and the corresponding variational problem

along the solution £, = 0 as follows

■71"   - -1- 7--37IZ'

z(0) = 0, z'(0) = 0, z"(0)=l.

It is obvious that / is bounded and df(y)/dy = -1/(1 + y2)y/l + y2 < 0.

3. Complementary results

In this section we will find the conditions, which assure the accomplishment

of assumptions (i), (ii), (iii) for the special case of BVP

(h) y'" = f(t,y),
(2) y(0) = A0,      y'(0) = Ax,

(3) y"(T) = B.

Provided that / is bounded, we will show that (i), (ii), (iii) can be achieved

easily. For convenient reference we denote the associated homogeneous problem

as follows

(i') y'" = o,
(2') y(0) = 0,      y/(0) = 0,

(3') y"(T) = o.

The Green function G(t, s) of (1'), (2'), (3') is given by

G(t,s) =
±s2-st, 0<s<t<T,

1,2 0< t <s<T.

It is easy to see that G(t, s) < 0 on [0, T] x [0, T]. Now we deal with the

assumption (i).

The existence of a solution £. There exist several types of theorems which

ensure the existence of £ . In [1] there are some growing conditions, conditions

of potency and the condition of monotonicity and coercivity for the existence.

The method of lower and upper solutions can also be available, and it is es-

tablished on the fixed point theorem for monotone operators [6, Theorem 4.1].

The next theorem is in our interest:

Theorem 4 [11, p. 25]. Let us consider the BVP1 j

(1.1) y' = A(t)y + g(t,y),        (t, y) £[b, a]x R" ;

(1.2) Axy(tx) + --- + Amy(tm) = <p(y(tx), ... , y(tp)),

where A(t) is an nxn matrix with integrable coefficients, As (s = 1, 2, ... , m)

are constant nxn matrices, ts £ [a, b] (5=1,..., mo), mo = max(m , p),

g(t, y):[a, b]x R" -> R" satisfies Carathéodory conditions, <p £ C(Rnp , R").
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Furthermore, let there exist q £ L([a, b]) and y > 0 such that

(1.3) I*(Í,J0I<<7(0,        (t,y)£[a,b]xR",

(1.4) \<p(ux,...,up)\<y      V(ux,...,up)£Rne.

Let the associated homogeneous BVP

y' = A(t)y,     Axy(tx) + ■■■ + Am(y)(tm) = 0

have only trivial solution.

Then BVP (1.1), (1.2) has a solution.

Corollary. Let f £ C([0, T] x R, R) be bounded; i.e., let there exist M > 0
such that \f(t,y)\ < M for (t, y) £[0,T]xR. Then BVP (l2), (2), (3) has
a solution.

Proof. By the substitution yx = y the problem (12), (2), (3) can be transformed

to the problem of the type (1.1), (1.2) as follows:

y'2

y3j      \u   u   u/  \y3j      \J(t,yi)J

1    0   0\  />i(0)\      /0   0   0\  (yx(T)\
0    10       y2(0)    +    0   0   0       y2(T)     =

,0   0   Oj  \yy(0)J      \0   0    l) \yy(T)J
Let us denote

y = I y2 ) ,      g{t,y) =

So the BVP (12), (2), (3) is equal to the system

(1.5) y = Ay + g(t,y),

(1.6) Axy(0) + A2y(T) = <p .

Since / is the continuous function on [0, T] x R, the function g is continuous

on [0,T]xR3. Further, \f(t, y)\ < M and thus \\g(t,y)\\ <M for (t, y) £
[0, T] x R3, where || • || is Euclidean norm in R3. So in (1.3) it is sufficient

to put q = M + 1. Since tp is constant, the assumption (1.4) holds too. The

associated homogeneous BVP (1.5), (1.6) has only trivial solution. Hence from

Theorem 4 we get that there exists a solution £, of (12), (2), (3).

Lemma 5. Let f £ C([0, T] x R, R) be bounded, i.e., let there exist M > 0
such that \f(t, y)\ < M for (t, y) £ [0, T] x R. Then for every solution y of

(12), (2), (3) it holds that

-Mj^T - t) + P(t) < y(t) < Ml-(3T - t) + P(t),

where P(t) = \Bt2 + Axt + A0.
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Proof. The BVP (12), (2), (3) is equivalent with the integral equation

y(t)= [  G(t, s)f(s, y(s))ds + P(t),
Jo

where G(t, s) is Green function. Further,

j   G(t,s)f(s,y(s))ds < j   \G(t,s)\-Mds = Mt-(3T-t).

[   G(t,s)f(s,y(s))ds .
Jo

Similarly,

-M~(3T t)<

Hence the proof is complete.

The number of zeros of solution for the linear differential equations of the third

order. Later in Theorem 7 we will need the following theorem from which

we can derive the index m of a solution ¿;. Let us consider two differential
equations

(I) z"' + b(t)z = 0,

(II) z"' + B(t)z = 0,

where B(t), b(t) are continuous functions on [to, T] such that B(t) > b(t) >

0. Since these equations are linear ones, their solutions are defined and contin-

uous functions on the whole interval [to, T].

Theorem 5 [9]. Let every solution zx of (I) with a double zero at any point have

another zero such that the distance between these zeros is less than or equal to

a number d. Then every solution z2 of (11) with the double zero at a point to
has zeros such that the distance between its two consecutive zeros is less than or

equal to d.

Corollary. Let every solution zx of (I) with a double zero at any point has another

zero such that the distance between these zeros is less than or equal to a number

d. Then the solution z2(t) of (11) with the double zero at a point to has at least

m zeros in the interval (to, to + md].

Extendibility. The extendibility of solutions of initial value problems (12),

(2), (8) follows from Exercise 5.1 [5, p. 45]:

Theorem 6. Let f £ C([0, T] x R, R) be bounded. Then every solution of (\2),
(2), (8) can be extended on [0, T].

Main result.
3 in 52.

Now we connect the results of this section with the main Theorem

Theorem 7. Let f £ C([0, T]x R, R) be bounded, i.e., let there exist M > 0
such that \f(t,y)\<M for (t,y)£[0,T]xR. Let

KM
{"

£C3([0,T],R):

-Ml-(3T -t) + P(t) < u(t) < Ml-(3T -t) + P(t),  t £ [0, 7l},
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where P(t) = \Bt2 + Axt + Ao. Furthermore, let p > 0 be such that

y~(t,u(t))<-p    foru£KM.

Then the assumptions (i), (ii), (iii) hold and so the BVP (12), (2), (3) has at
least

m - I     ,     ,   . .,
—-h 1 solutions       if m is odd,

2
m - 2     ,     ,   . t     ■
—-h 1 solutions       it m is even

2

on [0, T], for T > 2(mn + 2n/3)/V3^ffi, where m > 3 is a natural number.

Proof. From the Corollary of Theorem 4 and Lemma 5 we have the existence

of a solution £ of (12), (2), (3) such that ¿¡ £ KM . Therefore

d-±(t,cl(t))<-p       forrelO, rj.

The following problem

(42) z"'-^(t,c:(t))z = 0,

(5) z(0) = 0, z'(0) = 0, z"(0)=l,

is the corresponding variational problem. The problem

(4M) z'" + ßz = 0,

(5) z(0) = 0, z'(0) = 0, z"(0)=l,

is the minorant problem for the problem (42), (5). Since p is the constant in

the equation (4^), then the distance of zeros of a solution zM of (4^), (5) does

not depend on t. Denote L=\ tfp . Then

MO - T¿2^U - T¿2^' cos (V3Lt) + ^r" sin (V3Lt)

is the solution of (4ß), (5). Similarly the proof of corollary of Theorem 3 we get

that the function zp(t) has at least m zeros in (0, T). From the corollary of

Theorem 5 we have that the solution z(t) of (42), (5) has at least m zeros in

(0, T), i.e. the solution t\ of (12), (2), (3) has the index m and so assumption

(i) holds.
From Theorem 6 we have that every solution y(t, X) of (12), (2), (8) can

be extended to [0, T] and so assumption (iii) holds. Under the boundedness

of / we will show the existence of r¡ of (12), (2) satisfying assumption (ii).

Let
r,"(0) = Z" (0) + y

for some appropriate y > 0. Then

nit) = ,7(0) + r,'(0)t + r,"(0)^ + j' ^-2^-/0, >l(s)) ds

\2

= Ao + Axt + (i"(0) + 7)2T + /' ^5p-/(*. *te))ds
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and

«(/) = i(o)+tmt+r (0) £+jT ^2^/(j , «i» ̂

= 4o + 4l/ + í5.")(0}£+ [l{-^p^f(s,c:(s))ds
1}     Jo      &

for í 6 [0, T]. Hence we have

m - {(o = y| + / ^r^/(* > *(*)) ^ - jf ^r^5. í(5))ds

where í e [0, T] and ,q > 0 is a constant such that \f(t, u)\ <kx for « e A^a/,

i.e., |/(f, {)|<*l Thus

-Í(r-M^).
For

y-Af|-Än| >o

we get t](t) > {(i), f e (0, T]. So if

t t T T
y-M--kx->y- M- - kx y > 0

r      t    t=> y > My + ^iy = yC-M + ^i) >0,

then the assumptions (ii) holds. Hence from Theorem 3 it follows that the proof
is complete.
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